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Hanne Elling <hanne.merete.elling@gmail.com>

Hi sweetie, here is everything about my project 

Olivier Macron <macronolivier23000@gmail.com> 5. september 2021 kl. 18.56
Til: Hanne Elling <hanne.merete.elling@gmail.com>

Hi sweetie, 
 

I hope this mail makes you happy and in good spirits, well it is said
that behind every successful man there is a woman. As you know I have
been working on a long term project for 2 years with the government in
South Africa.

 

I just want to let you know all about my profession. I work as a
chemical/petroleum engineer, I use my knowledge of geological
principles to determine the location and size of crude oil deposits. I
operate as a governmental agency, but more as an independent
contractor, exploring different locations and pinpointing oil
reserves. Also I make use of advanced computer technology to survey a
region so that I can inform other experts how and where to drill.
Exploring land and ocean sea beds for oil deposits. I really want to
let you know everything that my contract entails being part of my life
as the woman I want to share my joy with.

 

My contract was awarded to me following the routine contract bidding I
attended with  the EUROPEAN  ASSOCIATION OF PETRO/CHEM  ENGINEERS
contract agent i registered with in France. I am assigned to construct
an open pit mining operation and safety control of dust in the mines
in order for the platinum and other mineral resources to be harvested
safely by the mining companies in South Africa. The South Africa
government awarded me the contract and my contract payment worth (USD)
14million.I hope to complete this project in barely 2 weeks before i
finally get paid.

 

Nevertheless I have barely a week to be here and plan to come see you
directly from here so we could make arrangements for the best of our
future and come together. I think with all i am going to be paid and
at my age i would love to retire to a life of blissful love and
harmony with you and we could set up our own company knowing that you
are 100% when it comes to work, life is beyond just achievements and
the best thing in life is to be truly loved by someone in a way that
you see every other thing not so important as the loved one. I am so
happy you are a reason for me to live now.

 

Sweetheart, my preparations for the future that's ahead of us is top
priority to me because I want to satisfy every one of your desires
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passionately. More so, I want us to live together as a family.

 

Love you forever,

Olivier.


